For Immediate Release

40 new works by 45 authors added to PMWL

PM World Collection grows to 3,188 project management articles, papers & other works by 1,432 different authors in more than 65 countries

15 August 2019 – Dallas, London, Sydney – PM World has announced that 40 new articles, papers and other original works about program and project management (P/PM) have been added to the PM World Library (PMWL) this month. These contributions by 45 different authors representing 14 countries were published in the August 2019 edition of the PM World Journal (PMWJ). They can now be found among the most recent papers, articles and book reviews on the PMWL home page at www.pmworldlibrary.net.

The new additions bring the total in the PM World Collection to 3,188 original works by 1,432 different authors in 65+ countries. The collection is growing each month by 30+ new works from many different authors; of the 45 authors this month, 24 were new to the journal and library. Profiles of all authors in the library, along with access to their works, can be found at http://pmworldlibrary.net/author-showcase/.

According to PMWL Director David Pells, “This time of year, we often publish a number of good conference papers in our Second Editions category. This month is no exception and I'm excited to share those included this month from PM conferences at the University of Maryland and University of Texas at Dallas. We have more coming in the next few issues.”

New authors in August include Modupeoluwa Adeyemo (Nigeria), Rama Subbu Naveen Aravind (India), Mohamed Al Anwar (Egypt), Sunday Ajiboye Babarinde (Nigeria), Charles Chandler (USA), Chloe Forget (France), Pandya Hasmukhlal (India), Justin Johnson (India), Dr Helen Lewis (Australia), Sophie Malherbe (France), Oluwatobi Oyefusi (Nigeria), Dr Michael Pace (USA), Tom Perrigaud (France), Etienne Plassard (France), Valentina Rada (USA), Vinith Rajan (India), Deborah Reinagel (USA), Neethu Sam (India), Hao Sun (China), Angel Tania (Indonesia), Muhammad Umar Tariq (Pakistan), Gabin Vallet (France), David Waboso (UK) and Richard Wyatt (UK). New works from 21 authors already included in the library were also added.

"I am also happy to have five good series articles this month," Pells adds. “Darren Dalcher continues to provide thought provoking articles, both by himself and by a guest author from various authors of new Routledge books. Oliver Lehmann, Alan Stretton and Frank Saladis are also back with really good new articles. And Bob Prieto has contributed another serious paper on the topic of AI and PM."

The PM World Library (PMWL) is a global resource for continuous learning in portfolio, program and project management (P/PM). The PMWL is produced and maintained by PM World, Inc. that also publishes the monthly PM World Journal (PMWJ), a digital monthly publication featuring dozens of articles, papers and news stories about projects and project management around the world. The PMWJ is registered with the US Library of Congress (ISSN: 2330-4480), has been published monthly since August 2012 and is indexed by EBSCO for libraries and universities. To see the latest edition of the PMWJ, visit www.pmworldjournal.com; to learn more, visit www.pmworldlibrary.net.